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Dinosaur Designs 

"Luscious Jewelery And Home Ware"

Dinosaur Designs is full of resin creations like nothing you have ever seen

before. The organic forms seem full of movement and life. Chunky

bangles, necklaces and rings are displayed in back lit glass cabinets to

show off their translucent quality. Underwater blues and greens are

cooling and summery like pieces of sand-worn glass washed up on the

beach. The cabinet full of pinks and reds looks almost edible, like fruit

sorbets. Stack your arm full of bangles in charcoal, milk and cafe latte.

Rings are topped with ladybirds, roses and fish.

 +61 3 9827 2600  www.dinosaurdesigns.co

m.au

 dinosaur@dinosaurdesigns

.com.au

 562 Chapel Street,

Melbourne VIC
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Shag 

"Clothes to Get Down And Get Funky"

Your one-stop-shop for vintage and retro gear, Shag can clothe you in

your decade of choice. You will be greeted by an outrageous window

display featuring mirror balls, lurex, polyester and platform boots. There

are clothes for men, women and anyone in between. In addition to

clothing, there is always a great range of shoes, jewelry, bags and other

accessories. The guys are happy to help or just let you browse.

 +61 3 9510 8817  www.shagshop.com.au/  130 Chapel Street, Melbourne VIC
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Lord Coconut 

"Unique Accessories For Men"

If you are looking for some elegant gifts for your man, then Lord Coconut

is a must-check store. Housed at the heart of the city, this store is known

for showcasing a unique collection of jewelry and accessories for men.

Every piece is designed by an expert local artisan and features unique

design. Choose from the various designer cufflinks, bracelets or elegant

tie-bars, you can explore the various stylish jewelry offered here. Besides,

the store also houses fine wedding rings and should be checked before

your D-day.

 +61 3 450015263  www.lordcoconut.com/  4/289 Flinders Lane, Melbourne VIC
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Retrostar Vintage Clothing 

"Dare To Wear"

Step into Retrostar Vintage Clothing and take a trip down memory lane.

One of the largest vintage clothing stores in the city, you will find fashion

and accessory items reminiscence of the 1940s to 1980s. Divided into

sections that represent each era, this huge and colorful store has

everything: vintage trousers, flares, bell-bottoms, vintage totes and the

like. Shirts, blouses and dresses come in every imaginable print,

psychedelic design and bold gaudy color possible. This truly is a place to
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pick out statement pieces. The stock at the store arrives weekly, and there

is always some new treasured find to discover. The staff are

knowledgeable, helpful and friendly. With good service and incredible

finds, this is definitely a shop worth rummaging through.

 +61 3 9663 1223  retrostar.com.au/  retrostaronline@gmail.com  37 Swanston Street, First

Floor, Nicholas Building,

Corner of Flinders Lane,

Melbourne VIC
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Christine 

"Flaunt It"

If you need to buy accessories in Melbourne then visit Christine. This

boutique is located in the basement, along Flinders Lane. The stuff

available here includes everything, from delicate pieces to extravagant

baubles. Items from international names like Sonia Rykiel. From the

sleekest to the classic, Anya Hindmarch totes, scarves and scents and

belts, you name it, it's here. You will Prices at Christine's range from

affordable to expensive, but whatever it is, you can be sure it's worth it.

 +61 3 9654 2011  181 Flinders Lane, Basement, Melbourne VIC
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Johnston Opals 

"Be Dazzled by Opal Jewellery"

With 90 per cent of the world's opals mined in Australia, this sought after

and beautiful resource has come to be recognized as the country's

national gemstone. This 100-year-old family-run business is known as a

leader in providing quality opals and counts many celebrities and heads of

state among its customers. It provides Melbourne's largest selection of

opals and opal jewelry. The range of opal watches, pearls, and other

Australian souvenirs and knitwear are worth a look.

 johnstonopals.com.au/  opals@johnstonopals.com.au  124 Exhibition Street, Melbourne VIC
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Smart Alec 

"Fashion Redefined"

Go back to making a classic style statement as you don a head gear from

Smart Alec. Housed at the Gertrude Street, Smart Alec is known for its

vintage hat collection. Operating since more than a decade, Smart Alec

wins your heart with the varied collection of head gears for men ranging

from simple and elegant caps to unique designer pieces fedoras. Besides

the head gear, this boutique is also houses scarves, cuff links, gloves and

is an ultimate shopping destination for buying accessories for men.

 +61 3 9416 4664  www.smartalechatters.co

m.au/

 info@smartalechatters.com

.au

 235 Gertrude Street, Fitzroy,

Melbourne VIC
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Scally & Trombone 

"Formal to Quirky"

Scally & Trombone is a small business operating on Brunswick Street for

over a decade. It stocks an extremely broad range of hats ranging from

quirky beanies, berets and felt hats to more formal elaborate designs.

Apart from the hats, one can expect to find unusual jewelery and colorful

gems mostly designed by local artists, plain and leopard print hosiery,

satin gloves and a range of rayon, Jacquard, tie-dye and silk scarves hand

made in India. This is a perfect place to by a special gift.

 +61 3 9419 6038  scallyandtrombone.com.a

u/

 info@scallyandtrombone.c

om.au

 331 Brunswick Street,

Melbourne VIC
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